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As their family toured the art museum, Lydia and Nathan constantly walked ahead of their 

parents. They admitted the pictures were nice, but one glance was enough for them. Their parents, 

however, lingered over much of the exhibit. Besides that, their little sister, Anna, clung to Mother’s 

hand and was too little to walk very quickly. Finally Lydia and Nathan rested in front of a large 

mountain scene and waited for the others to catch up. 

“This is a pretty nice picture,” commented Nathan, who was slightly younger than his sister. 

“Yeah, the more I look at it, the more I see. Look at the way the sun shines on the water there,” 

Lydia said. “And look here—in the shadows is a bear!” 

Before they knew it, Dad, Mom, and Anna had joined them. 

“Well, how are you enjoying the museum so far?” Father asked Lydia and Nathan. 

The two looked at each other knowingly. “Oh, it’s not too bad,” said Lydia. Nathan added, “It’s 

not as boring as I thought it would be.” 

Mother smiled. “Some pictures are quite interesting. When you take the time to consider them, 

they show you something beautiful.” 

“Consider...” mused Dad. “‘Consider the lilies’,” he quoted. 

“I didn’t see any paintings of lilies,” said Nathan. 

“No, but God has filled Scripture and Creation with pictures, sort of like this gallery is filled 

with pictures. We would do well to consider them.” 

Mother pointed at the painting in front of them. “Oh, look at the sunlight coming through the 

valley!” 

“Yes,” said Lydia, “I like how it reflects on the water.” 

“Light is a beautiful picture,” said Dad, but his eyes weren’t really focused on the painting. 

“Jesus said, ‘I am the light of the world’.” 

Mother nodded. “Yes, let’s look for pictures in the Bible when we get home.” 

Lydia and Nathan looked at each other with wide eyes. They weren’t sure they understood 

everything their parents had said, but they knew something had begun. 
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